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The Value of a Strong Cyber Infrastructure 
• The world has been engaged in a new age of conflict, no longer just fought on sea, 

air and land, but in "cyberspace" as well.
• The importance of understanding cybersecurity in the present is to be able to 

defend against harmful attacks that damage a nation’s supply chain and expose 
people and corporations to physical and financial harm.

• These cyberattacks are usually aimed at accessing, changing, or destroying 
sensitive information; extorting money from users; or disrupting normal business 
practices.

• A majority of international shipments are handled through ports, making 
ensuring port software security of utmost importance.

• Cyberattacks can not only cause disruptions to the supply chain, but can cause 
damage to a nation and its people, which is why it is increasingly more important 
as technology advances to fortify cyber networks at the port in order to keep one 
of the highest traffic national gateways free of harmful possibilities.

Ports of Today to Ports of the Future Cost of Implementation
• The emphasis on cyberwarfare must move from cyber attacks to cyber defense.
• A journal by the U.S. Naval War College advises nations (organizations) to evolve

their analysis of the cyber front to avoid future conflicts.
• Cyberspace is not a separate entity, but, as the U.S. Naval War College puts it, a

joint operation in national defense.
• Since the creation of the interconnectivity of digital information, cyber attacks

have increased exponentially, with a recorded 30 million malware attacks in 2010 to 
813 million attacks in 2018.
• Departments tasked with cyber defense have an equally important roll as any other

security measure in foreseeing and disrupting cyber attacks.

• In July of 2017, Maersk suffered a global cyber attack affecting 17
port terminals impacting $200-300 million.
• Like all risk preventative measures, cyber security implementation

has saved companies from large financial losses (whether from digital 
theft or disruption of operations).
• The implementation of new operational practices and softwares is

always expensive, even to large companies and may cause road blocks 
in supply chains, however it is a security investment with high yield.
• The prevention of cyber networks being compromised in ports

avoids national security breaches and saves billions more in damages 
to infrastructure, operations, and livelihoods.




